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Doctors are Recruiting Patients Now for clinical research
studies. A $4.4 million grant from NIH has jump-started clinical
studies for PCT, EPP and acute porphyrias. Please call our office
for details to be contacted by researchers.

Holiday Gift Giving: Remember the APF in your holiday shop-
ping this year. Visit Amazon or other vendors via the APF web-
site, or honor a loved one with a donation. See page 1, or call
our office for details.

Tell your doctor about the Safe/Unsafe Drug Database for
Acute Porphyria and Emergency Room Guidelines for
Acute Porphyrias. All medical information we distribute is
written by porphyria specialists.

Is Your Membership Up to Date? Don’t miss a newsletter!
Please take a moment to renew at our website, or call us at the
office: 713-266-9617 or 866-APF-3635. Thank You.
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Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukah, Happy New Year 
May God Bless You With His Peace, Happiness, Mercy, Joy and Good Health in the New 

Year.  We, too, have been blessed by knowing so many of you personally and developing 
wonderful friendships. The experience of providing you with helpful information and 

support is also very gratifying. With love and thanks from the APF team,              
Yvette, Elizabeth, Maria, Carol, Alexis and Desiree 

 

New “Protect the Future” Doctors We are pleased to announce that we begin the New year with two 
new doctors in our PTF program. In case you are not familiar with this important project, PTF is our means to assure 
our members that there will not be a void of experts as our present experts approach retirement. Through the PTF 
program, these young doctors are mentored by renowned experts to become the future experts, particularly since 
we have already lost most of the nation’s experts.  We cannot stress enough that we must continue to train the next 
generation of experts, because without them, there will be no expert to carry on the research, write the medical text- 
books, which our own primary care physicians use to learn how to diagnose and treat the porphyrias.  Together we 
must continue this program, but we cannot do it without funding, and the funding must come from us. The govern- 
ment does not support to train future porphyria experts, rather, their contention is that if we are to have doctors 
with porphyria expertise, the people who are affected by the disease should fund the training.  So, it is in our hands 
to protect our future and provide porphyria expertise for ourselves and our children with porphyria.  One donor has 
challenged us all and will donate $100,000 when we provide a matching amount.   Please make a special contribu- 
tion to help train 20 future experts through the PTF program.  Mark your donations, “PTF,” and your contribution will 
be placed toward securing a healthy future for yourself and your children. 

 
Vinaya C.Maddukuri, MD,  is our newest Protect the Future trainee.  He hails from the Caroli- 
nas Medical Systems in Charlotte, NC where he works with his mentor, Dr. Herbert Bonkovsky, one 
of the world renowned porphyria specialists. Vinaya completed his residency training in internal 
medicine at Saint Francis Hospital, Evanston, Illinois affiliated with University of Illinois at Chicago in 
June 2006.  He worked for five years as internal medicine faculty and hospitalist at University of 
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio and completed a one year fellowship in Hepatology and Liver Transplan- 
tation at Carolinas Medical system in June and is currently working as an Advanced Hepatology   

fellow at the same institution. Dr. Maddukuri has also studied Cell and Molecular Biology and Human Nutrition.  He is 
interested in pursuing a fellowship in gastroenterology after his hepatology training.  He would like to pursue a     
career in academic hepatology after completing his training. His interests include portal hypertension, TIPS, post- 
transplant complications and the porphyrias.  In fact, he is currently involved in several porphyria related research 
projects with Dr. Bonkovsky. When he is not working and studying, he loves spending time with his daughter and  
enjoying his other interests - wildlife, history and politics.   Welcome Dr. Maddukuri!!!  We look forward to the 
years ahead with you as a porphyria expert. 

 
Cemal Yazici, MD, who is also one of our new Protect the Future doctors, was born and raised in 
Istanbul, Turkey and graduated from Trakya University School of Medicine in Edirne, Turkey.  After  
graduation, he moved to the United States in 2005 and finished his internship training in the Depart- 
ment of Surgery at St. Agnes Hospital in Baltimore followed by work at the University of Rochester as 
a postdoctoral fellow where he participated in the development of novel approaches to revitalize 
structural bone allografts.  After completing his Internal Medicine residency training at Mercy Hospital 
and Medical Center in Chicago, during his residency, he worked as a research assistant in the Divi- 

sion of Digestive Diseases and Nutrition at Rush University.  He realized that his passion was in Gastroenterology and 
Hepatology where his research interests became drug induced liver injury, microbiota and video capsule endoscopy. 
He joined Carolinas Medical Center (CMC) in Charlotte NC as a Hepatology Fellow to advance his clinical skills and 
research experience in the field of Hepatology. His mentor there is porphyria expert, Dr. Herbert Bonkovsky, who 
interested him in the porphyrias.  Dr. Yazici says he is looking forward to gaining significant clinical experience in the 
evaluation and management of porphyria patients by working in the outpatient porphyria clinic at CMC and training 
as a PTF doctor.  Dr. Yazici enjoys a host of awards and publications in his field and now is adding porphyria to his 
amazing skills. Dr. Yazici’s parents and siblings live in Turkey, so he enjoys visiting them every year. His parents are 
from Tokat, Turkey which he considers the place of his roots. He enjoys soccer, his favorite sport, ethnic music, out- 
door activities and cooking, a tradition that lies in his family. He is delighted to become an APF  Protect the Future 
trainee and looks forward to doing his best for our community and patients. Welcome Dr. Yazici !!! 
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Porphyria Training Week
October 17-21, 2011 was Protect the Future Porphyria Training Week at the Porphyria
Center at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, Texas. Attending were young doctors
who were selected to participate in the PTF program to train future experts. Dr. Karl Anderson, who
is Director of the Porphyria Center, set up a week of training so that the young doctors could have
experience in the laboratory to understand the unique testing for porphyria and participate in the
research transpiring at UTMB. Dr. Anderson also scheduled patients with every type of porphyria so
that the doctors could meet the patients and hear their personal experiences with the disease.

Several of the young doctors mentioned that they had never met patients with certain extremely rare
porphyrias, like CEP. They also appreciated the opportunity to have such in depth training. Without porphyria experts, like Dr.
Anderson, volunteering to train these young doctors, their expertise would be lost. Like other porphyria experts who are concerned
that the present level of expertise will be lost as the present experts retire, Dr. Anderson has devoted his time to the PTF program and
has trained many of the PTF doctors. This Training Week will be an annual event at the UTMB Porphyria Center. The process to select
more young doctors is underway. Dr. Anderson deserves our thanks for his dedication to porphyria patients and his extraordinary
participation in the PTF training program to assure them that porphyria expertise will not be lost as our present group of experts
approach retirement.

The participants as shown in the photo were left to right front: Desiree Lyon Howe and Dr. Karl Anderson. Back row: Drs. Guilherme
Perini, Maged Rizk, Sahil Mittal, and Angelica de Lima. Dr. Amanpal Singh was not present.

EPP Documentary
APF member, Monica Fleegel and her family were the subjects of a recent documentary on how EPP affects families. Hans Huebner,

who is a producer with the RTL Television and Radio Network, contacted the APF as he had done in
years past. This time, he wanted to take a different slant. Instead of focusing his documentary on one
family member with EPP, Hans wanted to focus on family members who do and do not have EPP and
how they deal with the disease. We had just the right family for them. We contacted Monica Fleegel
who is from a family in which five out of nine children have EPP. The family agreed to work with Hans
and spent two days collaborating on a documentary revealing how people with EPP avoid the sun,
how families help them and how it is difficult on families who don’t have the disease, too. Monica
said it was good for the family “to be able to talk about EPP and what it has meant to us as kids and
adults.”

The RTL network is the number one TV and Radio Broadcasting network in Europe. Since RTL has 41 TV channels and
34 radio stations in 10 countries airing this documentary will greatly enhance EPP awareness. In the documentary,
viewers will see how the family with EPP protects themselves. Since the sun is the culprit, they dress in sun protective
clothing, play golf at night, and live a life that is mindful of every ray of sun. We are grateful to Monica Fleegel, Tom
Foley, Rita Kitzberger, Theresa Westrup and their families for participating in this wonderful opportunity to enhance
EPP awareness and allow people to understand what life is like to be severely photosensitive. We also thank the RTL
network, Hans and Brian, the cameraman. THINK EPP.

Lyons Share
I first want to update you on the Bill HR2674 related to the 340 B hospital drug pricing. WE ARE
GAINING GROUND. Congressmen have told us that they have heard from YOU. Please keep up
the good work—don’t stop! As your representative, I traveled to D.C. to tell Congressman for two
days straight that if they did not put an exclusion in this bill for rare disease, many rare disease drugs
will no longer be produced and people will DIE.

For those who do not know of this issue, in short, thousands of hospitals will be able to buy drugs
for less than it cost to manufacture the drugs. No company can continue to make a product for more

than they can sell it!!!!! Panhematin, for example, is a biologic and is very costly to manufacture. Many, many people are alive today
because of Panhematin, including me and so many of my APF friends. They need Panhematin to stay alive or lessen the suffering of
an attack. Yes, HR 2674 will lower the price of drugs to these hospitals. For blockbuster drugs, this is good for patients, but for rare
disease patients, this is a catastrophe!!! Please call your Congressman on this life and death issue. Call the APF office if you need
more info.

Megan’s School Speech “My name is Megan and I am in the Eighth grade.  Just      
before I started kindergarten at SSA, I was diagnosed with a rare blood disorder called Erythropoi- 
etic Protoporphyria or (EPP) for short. It is one of the eight porphyrias. EPP is not contagious. It 
is something I was born with. In fact, both my brother, Riley, and I were born with this very rare 
disorder. There is a 50% chance we will pass it on to our own kids.  Although Riley has been 
diagnosed with this same disorder, he does not seem to have the same intolerance to the sun as 

I do. Many of you may wonder why I spend so much time at the lunch tables or in the office or in the class- rooms 
helping the teachers instead of out on the playground with you. If you could feel my skin when it is exposed to direct 
sunlight, you would understand. When I’m out in the sun, the backs of my hands and face start to feel scratchy. If I 
stay out longer than I should, the scratchiness turns to a burning feeling that can last for days.  It feels as though 
someone poured boiling hot water on my hands and face and takes days to get back to normal. The sun is not the only 
hazard with EPP. There is a chance that my liver can fail. In the past nine years, I’ve sometimes felt isolated from the 
students here at SSA. It wasn’t anything you knowingly did. It just wasn’t easy watching everyone heading out to the 
playground to have fun and having to stay back out of the sun. In Ms. Hoy’s class, she   arranged for a different pair of 
classmates to take turns staying with me at the lunch tables. Although I never made anyone stay with me, I appreciate 
their kindness and thank you for giving up your recess for me.   Now that I’m heading to High School next year, I’m 
nervous as well as excited at what the future will be. I’m sure most of the students in High School won’t have a clue 
about my condition and that suits me just fine." 

 

The Power of YOU If you ever think that your efforts don’t make a difference, you are wrong.  For example, 
take a look at the video filmed by the FDA with two APF members, Matt Johnson and Mike Kenworthy and Dr.   
Robert Desnick.  They enlightened the FDA and other health professionals on the severity of EPP and influenced 
their decision to move forward with Phase II clinical trials with Afamelanotide for EPP.   To view the video, see: 
http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DevelopingProductsforRareDiseasesConditions/VideosPatientswithRareDiseasesandC 
onditions/ucm266593.htm 
On the same FDA site, you can read the stories of Matt and Mike: 
http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DevelopingProductsforRareDiseasesConditions/VideosPatientswithRareDiseasesandC 
onditions/ucm266593.htm 
Also, Mike and Steve Ferry and Mike Kenworthy attended an FDA event and convinced them to approve the Phase 
III clinical trials for SCENNESSE/afamelanotide.  Then there is Dave McCrae, who single handedly changed the 
Washington state laws to favor people with EPP and severe photosensitivity, and Amy Chapman who began a one 
woman effort to teach doctors about porphyria, and all of you who demanded that Congress stop the 340B Hospital 
Budget expansion endangering rare disease treatment.   SO if you ask, “WHAT CAN I DO?,”  please know, your every 
effort to promote porphyria awareness is important.  Here are some suggestions.  First, if you have EPP and want to 
help, see that the FDA understands the importance of having a treatment for EPP, please write the FDA explaining 
your need for a treatment ASAP and send your letters to the APF to take to the FDA. Next, please join the National 
Registry so we can prove to NIH that we have the numbers of patients to warrant their research funding. Signing up 
for the Patient Registry and the Longitudinal Study will help scientists answer important porphyria questions essential 
for further research.  Also, help educate more future experts.  For other suggestions, call the APF. 

 

Medical Conventions As part of the APF physician education program, we attend and set 
up an exhibit booth at targeted medical conventions, in particular the American Association for the 
Study of Liver Disease (AASLD) and the American Society of Hematology (ASH) attended by approx- 
imately 8000 doctors each.  These conventions are held in different cities each year, so members 
who live near where the convention is being held, man the exhibit booth and distribute the APF 
medical information about porphyria to the physicians, nurses and other healthcare professionals. 

It is also a great way to enhance porphyria awareness and discover additional doctors who are or want to be knowl- 
edgeable about porphyria.  Often physicians ask the patients who are in the booth to tell them about their own  
experience with porphyria.  The most recent meetings were the AASLD meeting held in Boston, Nov 11-14 and 
the ASH meeting in Atlanta Dec 8-11.  Elizabeth Sutton drove from her home in North Carolina to help us at the 
APF booth at the Atlanta ASH meeting and attend the patient meeting there.  Thank you, Elizabeth, and Danielle 
Frazinni, Nathan Carr and Ellen Burrows who also helped us at the ASH. The conventions may be held near you next 
year. If so, you may want to help.  It is an excellent learning experience for both you and the doctors.  Don’t forget--
If you want your doctor to receive a free information packet, like those distributed at medical conventions, please 
send the doctors name and contact information to the APF along with your name and type of porphyria.



Porphyria Live DVD
Order one and get one free for your doctor. If you have not seen the APF DVD PORPHYRIA LIVE, you will
enjoy it immensely and be privy to an outstanding educational tool. Order PORPHYRIA LIVE today and receive
one free for your doctor or another family member. The DVD includes a number of exceptional interviews, includ-
ing porphyria experts, Dr. Robert Desnick, and Dr. Karl Anderson, who make outstanding presentations on each

of the porphyrias, explaining the differences in the types of porphyria and their ongoing research. The doctors also
take the viewer through their research laboratories and hospitals, namely Mount Sinai Medical School (Desnick) and

The University of Texas Medical Branch (Anderson). You can watch as laboratory technicians are hard at work running porphyria tests
and performing important research for improved diagnosis and treatment. Dr. Sylvia Bottomley, who was involved in much of this life
saving research and who continues to write porphyria chapters in medical text books, expands on the explanation and history of the
diseases. During her interview, she answers the questions we hear most often at the APF about diagnosis and treatment.

Patients with each type of porphyria are also interviewed at their homes and at the hospitals. Among them are Ann Warnke and Karen
Eubanks. Ann, who has EPP, is seen in her garden, well covered to protect her from the sun. Karen is filmed in her hospital bed receiv-
ing an infusion of Panhematin to stop her attack of AIP. Since being a "caretaker" for porphyria patients is very challenging and often
difficult, we interview the spouse of several patients and found these to be some of the most poignant moments. The DVD answers
most of the questions we hear when patients contact the APF. You and your doctor or additional family members will know the FACTS
about the different types of porphyria and will gain a greater understanding of the illness by watching this outstanding DVD, Porphyria
Live. Order the DVD for $20 and get one for your doctor or family members free. Remember to give us the additional address. Call
1 866.APF.3635 or email: porphyrus@aol.com.

Bargain Price, Last on the Shelf
You can also purchase Desiree’s book for yourself and family members and get a DVD free for only $20. Porphyria, A
Lyon’s Share of Trouble shares a history of the APF and great descriptions of each porphyria, as well as a lengthy selec-
tion of personal experiences from patients who suffer from each of the different porphyrias. Their stories on every type
of porphyria are educational, sad, heart wrenching, and often even humorous. Aside from the acute porphyrias,
Desiree also discusses the difficulties that people with EPP and PCT face. All proceeds go to the APF.

Research
Dr. Ryan Caballes, who is one of the APF/PTF doctors, at the Carolinas Medical Center joins Dr. Herbert Bonkovsky as one of the
researchers in a pilot study to investigate the circadian rhythms of patients with acute intermittent porphyria. The study will attempt to
determine whether circadian rhythms are altered in subjects with biochemically active AIP, which may possibly explain why such
patients complain of mood or sleep disturbances. Subjects are monitored by a member of the research team throughout the 24 hour
period to address any of their concerns and assure their safety and comfort.

They need to recruit eligible patients to participate in this study. After the day of the study, volunteers may either return home or choose
to stay in Charlotte for some rest and relaxation at their own expense. In addition to free travel, food, and lodging overnight, patients
will receive a $300.00 honorarium as a sign of appreciation for their time and effort. Please contact the APF if you want to partici-
pate in this study or study coordinator, Gale Groseclose at gale.groseclose@carolinashealthcre.org
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� With Love �
We are grateful when members choose to honor a friend or family member with a gift to the APF. It shows the donors love and also
their trust that the APF will fulfill the mission of bettering the world of patients.

� In Memory �
We are saddened to hear of the passing of dear friends. Some of their loved ones have chosen to honor a life by making a gift to
the APF. We sincerely appreciate their thoughtfulness. Please join us in thanking: Patricia and Roy Julius, Winona and Junior Pruitt,
Beatrice and Robert Darmon, Brenda and Robert Ferguson, Carolyn S. May, Dorothy Logan, Kitty Carriker and Gerry McCartney,
Miriam and Donovan Moore, Diane Z. Park for Bill Carriker; Kathleen Toelkes for Donna Pagano; Kitty Carriker and Gerry McCarney
for Willard M. Carriker; Dale Brehm for Geroge Brehm; Greg Williams and Jeff Jonas, Donna and Darnell Pettengill, Rebecca and
Michael Williams, Robert Arnold, Jim Rowles, Perry Cartlidge, Bridget Walker, Jo Still, Diane Hesselbein, Mack Stallings, Mamie
Douglas, Greg Tims, Henry Hamill for Deborah L. Williams; Margaret and Charles Renner for Jody Bela and Glenn Gentry. Marie
and Frank Jackson for Nancy Ford Drury.

� In Honor �
We are sincerely appreciate your honoring these beloved friend and family members: Sharon I. Koch for Jagger and Jake Liguori;
Carol Fontani for Mira Geffner; Eric S. Gray for Ralph Gray.

Have You Ever Felt Like This?  If so, you will be interested to know that the APF 
Pain Program is well underway. It is our mission to assure patients with porphyria that they will 
receive adequate pain treatment, because lawmakers, seeking to curb prescription-drug overdos- 
es, fast-tracked legislation in some states to make it harder, if not impossible,  for primary care 
doctors and emergency rooms to write prescriptions for large doses of opiate painkillers.  Now, as 

state regulators attempt to write the rules that doctors and other providers must follow, critics predict that making 
prescribing more difficult won't stem overdoses but will hurt patients with serious chronic pain. Some states have 
already initiated this new legislation that prevents ERs and primary care doctors from prescribing certain levels of 
pain medications to non-cancer patients.  This legislation has greatly impacted porphyria patients since their own 
physicians can no longer treat their pain.  Instead, they must be treated via Pain Clinics, which often takes weeks to 
receive an appointment and require a sizable down payment.  The APF already has instituted a plan to expand this 
legislation to include porphyria through the following projects:  approaching the individual state Health Departments; 
meeting with the most esteemed Pain Experts in the field, like Dr. Kathleen Foley who brought pain as a discipline to 
the medical field and professors in major medical schools, who advise and teach on the issue of pain and its unique 
problems.  This is a serious problem for many suffering patients, one that deserves our full attention.  If you have 
encountered an experience where you were denied treatment or were made to feel as if you were a “drug seeker,” 
please contact the APF, ASAP!!!    Dr. Jeremy Latimer facilitated a meeting for Desiree with pain expert, Dr. Todd 

Gregory, at the Florida State Medical School in Tallahassee to gain from his expertise 
in the area of pain and medical government affairs.  Dr. Gregory has a keen interest 
in the Porphyria Pain Program and will be providing input into the Pain Program as 
have other pain experts.    Dr. Latimer will be part of the PTF program, as well as 
help with the pain project.  He also kindly arranged a medical education presentation 

about porphyria in the Dominican Medical School with Dr. Anderson. Thanks, Dr. Latimer!  We are very grateful for 
his interest in the porphyrias.  (photo, Desiree & Dr. Latimer) 

 

A Poignant Perspective It won’t be long now for the trials with SCENESSE to be completed.  Thereafter, all 
the data from the trials will be assessed and the FDA will make their decision to approve the drug. Patient volunteers 
have kept the APF abreast of how the treatment is working. We are grateful to all of the participants and in par- 
ticular those who received the placebo.  They got no benefit except to know that without them, the research would 
be of no value.  T.S says , “I LOVE SCENESSE! Yesterday at noon I drove for an hour through the Texas sun in short 
sleeves to pick up one of our dogs and drove back and even stopped for a short errand, too. My arms & hands were 
completely in the sun the entire time! No pain! No reaction! I remember looking down at my left arm in the sunshine 
& thinking, 'This is what it feels like being just like everyone else in the world!' WOW! What will I do next year 
without it?  Come on FDA!  Praying for a compassionate FDA board to quickly approve this miracle!  Praying every- 
one else is having a good experience with the implant, too!" 

 

An AIP Experience “I'm Penelope Burris, a 31 year old from Missouri with AIP. Despite my ten 
years of illness, we didn’t know I had AIP until I had a minor laparoscopy, 2002, followed by an acute 
attack which put me in the ICU. The doctors were stumped because the medications weren't making 
me better. When my mom researched my symptoms, she found porphyria and asked my doctor to 
do the 24 hour urine PBG. I was diagnosed with AIP and was given my first two PAN- HEMATIN 
treatments, which SAVED MY LIFE. I still have acute attacks, so when it was time for my third 
Panhematin, my doctor ordered a port at our local hospital. I was full of emotions. I was excited to 

have the treatments but nervous and a little scared. Having my doctor arrange everything in advance helped the process 
go smoother. After I was admitted and in my room, the nurses prepped me for the procedure. Soon I was transferred 
to the surgical room for the port line to be inserted in my arm. Amazingly, I wasn't afraid.  Once I was in the room, the 
team was already there and they were prepared for me, calm and friendly. In no time we began by putting the IV in to 
administer the numbing drug. The IV was the most painful part of the procedure, but very quickly the pain left. Once 
my vein was numb, the surgeon made a small incision in my arm and used a sonogram machine to guide the line. I felt 
no pain at all, but I did feel the port line going in. He checked on me and asked me if I wanted to watch the machine, 
but I declined - I was just wanted it over quickly. My mom was able to be right there with me and it was a comfort. 
Before I knew it, it was over and I was ready to receive my Panhematin treatment. Back in my room, I received my 
treatment over a three day period. Although I could move my arm, I decided against moving it around at all during the 
treatments to minimize damage. I felt better almost immediately after my Panhematin treatment began. Despite some 
phlebitis, inflammation and weakness in my arm, it was worth it because the Panhematin treatments have helped to 
control my AIP.” 



National Porphyria Registry
Porphyria experts have created a National Porphyria Registry—
a type of partnership between doctors and patients—a way for
those with porphyria to share information about their health and
treatment so physicians can learn from their experience and use
that knowledge to enhance care. Because porphyria is rare, it
can be hard for doctors to make fast and firm predictions about
how the disease will act in a given patient, or how a treatment
will affect an individual. A patient registry can help doctors learn
more about the porphyrias and helps them to help patients. The
contact registry is a way for patients to be contacted about clin-
ical research opportunities and progress. It is anonymous and
free of charge. All data will be stored in a secure, computerized
database. No personal identifying information (such as your
name, address, telephone number) will be given to anyone with-
out your expressed approval. People who join the Registry will
be contacted by one of the porphyria experts who are members
of the Porphyria Clinical Research Consortium.

The registry is not linked to APF membership, but we hope you
will join the American Porphyria Foundation too! Our diseases
are rare, so we need to speak up and represent our own con-
cerns. The APF has played an active and ongoing part in estab-
lishing and supporting the porphyria Consortium, and supports
porphyria patients and families through education, awareness
and advocacy in hospitals, funding agencies and the media.

Join the Registry by clicking on the Porphyria Registry tab on the
home page of the APF website.

NHGRI The National Human Genome Research Institute cre-
ated the Talking Glossary of Genetic Terms to help everyone
understand the terms and concepts used in genetic research. In
addition to definitions, specialists in the field of genetics share
their descriptions of terms, and many terms include images, ani-
mation and links to related terms. For this educational experi-
ence, go to www.genome.gov where you will find many more
interesting programs.

Canadian Support
For over twenty years, Canadians
have received information, knowl-
edge, understanding, and assistance
from the Canadian Association for
Porphyria. In 2010, the Canadian
Association for Porphyria ceased to
exist due to lack of support. In order

to continue their work, a small group of supportive people have
been meeting in Edmonton, Alberta to start a local, not-for-profit
organization. They are following, slowly but surely, in the foot-
steps of Lois Aitken, former organizer and president of the
Canadian Association for Porphyria. The Alberta Porphyria
Society (APS) formally emerged at their initial meeting on
Saturday, October 15th, 2011 in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
The interim board and members brainstormed about ways to ful-
fill the organization's goals and set the agenda for a general
meeting in the New Year. Of course, stories about living with por-
phyria were shared by those around the table. Members of the
APS look forward to providing support and information to those
with questions concerning this little-known disease. If you would
like more information, contact: albertaporphyria@gmail.com.
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Dr. John Phillips
In case you can’t see what is in Dr. John
Phillips’ hand, it is a First Place ribbon for
his delicious Honey. When he is not per-
forming important porphyria research, he
is enjoying his hobby as a Beekeeper!!!
Fortunately for all of us, Dr. Phillips is a
brilliant researcher in the Hematology
Department at the University of Utah at
Salt Lake City, Utah. Many of our mem-
bers know Dr. Phillips, especially those of

you who participated in the Afamelanotide clinical trials. In the
laboratory, he and his colleagues study the synthesis of heme. In
humans, defects in any of the eight steps involved in heme syn-
thesis are termed the porphyrias. The most common of the por-
phyrias is Porphyria Cutanea Tarda (PCT) that is due to reduced
activity of (URO-D).

His laboratory has primarily focused
on this fifth step using a combination
of biochemistry, mouse genetics and
structural studies to understand the
molecular basis of the disease. Since
there are both environmental and
genetic components to the develop-
ment of PCT, they have constructed a mouse model of the famil-
ial form of PCT and have also developed an environmental
model of PCT using environmental toxins such as polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB’s). In all cases, the phenotype of PCT (blisters on
sun exposed areas of skin, excess porphyrins in urine and excess
iron) is due to an inhibitor of the enzyme. Using these mouse
models of PCT, they are identifying the changes that occur in the
liver that lead to the production of an inhibitor of URO-D. But how
does he also produce Blue Ribbon honey???
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APF 30th Anniversary
Good News!!! Next year is our 30th
Anniversary. We will have lots of events to
celebrate: Patient Meetings, Night-time Fun
Runs, and Conference Calls with Experts
and an opportunity for you to plan your
own FUNdraising events on the internet
with First Giving.

Take a look at what Rob Saupe is doing
http://www.tinyurl.com/3crd83l

Storing Information on DNA  When it comes to storing information, hard drives 
don't hold a candle to DNA. Our genetic code packs billions of gigabytes into a single gram. A 
mere milligram of the molecule could encode the complete text of every book in the Library of 
Congress and have plenty of room to spare. All of this has been mostly theoretical—until now. 
In a new study, researchers stored an entire genetics textbook in less than a picogram of 
DNA—one trillionth of a gram—an advance that could revolutionize our ability to save data. A 

few teams have tried to write data into the genomes of living cells, but the approach has disadvantages. First, cells 
die—not a good way to lose your term paper. They also replicate, introducing new mutations over time that can 
change the data. To get around these problems, a team led by George Church, a synthetic biologist at Harvard Med- 
ical School in Boston, created a DNA information-archiving system that uses no cells at all. Instead, an inkjet printer 
embeds short fragments of chemically synthesized DNA onto the surface of a tiny glass chip. To encode a digital file, 
researchers divide it into tiny blocks of data and convert the data not into the 1s and 0s of typical digital storage 
media, but rather into DNA’s four-letter alphabet of As, Cs, Gs, and Ts. Each DNA fragment also contains a digital 
"barcode" that records its location in the original file. Reading the data requires a DNA sequencer and a computer to 
reassemble all of the fragments in order and convert them back into digital format. The computer also corrects for 
errors; each block of data is replicated thousands of times so that any chance glitch can be identified and fixed by 
comparing it to the other copies.  To demonstrate its system in action, the team used the DNA chips to encode a 
genetics book co-authored by Church. It worked. After converting the book into DNA and translating it back into dig- 
ital form, the team’s system had a raw error rate of only two errors per million bits, amounting to a few single-letter 
typos. That is on par with DVDs and far better than magnetic hard drives. Because of their tiny size, DNA chips are 
now the storage medium with the highest known information density, researchers report online today in "Science." 

 

Robert J. Desnick, M.D.,Ph.D.   Congratulations to the new Dean for Genetics and Genomic Sciences; 
Professor, Genetics and Genomic Sciences; Professor Pediatrics, Oncological Sciences, Obstetrics, Gynecology and 

Reproductive Science and Gene and Cell Medicine, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York 
City.  Dr. Robert Desnick has published over 600 research papers and chapters and has edited 
nine books. He is an elected Fellow of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science 
and an elected member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences.  Like 
his publications, his awards are also too numerous to list.  Mainly, he has been a friend and 
APF Scientific Advisory Board member for over 30 years, as well as Co-Director of the Porphyria 
Research Consoritum. We are very grateful to have such a prestigious physician on our board 

and congratulate him as the new Dean for Genetics and Genome Sciences. 
See; http://www.mountsinai.org/profiles/robert-j-desnick 

 

News in the Gene World 
1: GENE THERAPY PENDING APPROVAL  The European Medicines Agency (EMA) announced   
impending first approval of a gene therapy in the western world.  It is for lipoprotein lipase 
deficiency (LPLD), which is an ultra rare disease causing episodes of very painful pancreatitis that can 
be fatal 
2: FINDING HOMES FOR STALLED DRUGS   Researchers can now submit pre-applications to the 

National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) Discovering New Therapeutic Uses for Existing Mole- 
cules program. The idea is simple yet brilliant: match compounds that are languishing on company shelves to     
diseases with newly-discovered mechanisms. 
3: SPEEDING FDA APPROVAL  When the FDA Safety and Innovation Act, which updates the 1983 Orphan Drug 
Act, was signed into law, it provides $6 billion over the next 5 years to assist the agency in evaluating new drugs 
and medical devices. The Act will speed access to new treatments and development of especially promising ones. 
The Humanitarian Use Devices program will target those that treat rare diseases with children as the priority. 
4: EASING INSURANCE ACCESS  When the Supreme Court upheld the Affordable Care Act on June 28, people 
will not be penalized for their pre-existing conditions, nor face annual or lifetime insurance caps. 
5: IDENTIFYING DISEASE GENES   Exome sequencing can identify mutations when single-gene tests don't. The 
strategy sequences the protein-encoding part of the human genome in individuals, usually young children, whose 
syndrome has evaded recognition, searching for mutations passed silently from parents, with functions that could 
explain the symptoms. Once that is known, researchers can develop new treatments or repurpose existing ones. 

 
Did you know that the APF has over 5000 members and 2000 doctors interested in porphyria? 
And the APF has the most active Scientific Advisory Board of experts than any other rare disease 



EPP Trials Show GOOD NEWS
Analysis of the data of the recent EPP trials show GOOD NEWS.

Clinuvel demonstrates positive treatment effect of afamelanotide
in U.S. Phase II study: http://www.clinuvel.com/resources/
cmsfiles/pdf/20111103USPhIIEPP.pdf

Victor Mejias, who was a patient vol-
unteer in the trials also shares GOOD
NEWS. He and his bride, Sue
Birmingham, celebrated their wedding
Nov. 5.

Congratulations!

Clara Hauke
I am 18 years old and am from Germany. I
have pain after staying in the sun since I’m
about 2 years old. All of a sudden, I started cry-
ing but nobody knew why. My parents even
wondered if I was pretending or not. Slowly

they figured it had to do with the sun. We tried so many things
and we went from doctor to doctor, but nobody had a clue what
exactly my problem was. Several times my eyes were so swollen
I couldn’t see anything. In summer, it was horrible. At night I
couldn’t sleep, I itched myself till I was bloody – awake or sleep-
ing. The only solution for me was to protect myself and stay out
of the sun. But I just didn’t want to be different from my friends,
and I didn’t want to be a burden for my family.

So I often crossed the “sun border,” to make it possible for my
family to take me with them. When I was about six or seven, I
met a doctor who guessed what my problem was. She sent me
to a university hospital, where my family and I got a diagnosis:
Erythropoietic Protoporphyria (EPP). Just this fact helped us a lot.

Mike Gaudino
I'm 17 years old and I am currently a senior in High School. I
was diagnosed with EPP when I was either three or four. My par-
ents said they would take me to the beach when I was little, and
all I would do was cry and scream. So I got tested and had EPP.
It really sucks because you can't do more than half the things a
normal teenager would be doing. I can't swim for long, I usual-
ly go in ten minute intervals. When I get a reaction it feels like
someone is sticking my hands in the oven, and freezing them at
the same time. The reaction for me takes about a week to get
back to 100%. The pain doesn’t go away in that week either, it
just kinda stays with me all of the time. I do golf and play base-
ball though with long sleeves, long pants, hat, gloves. It's hard
to golf because I've had to leave about five school golf matches
on the fourth hole which is no fun, and embarrassing. It limits a
lot of activities, but I'd rather me have EPP than someone else,
because I'd never want anyone to go through what it feels like.
I hate going to the beach because I sit inside all day, but I real-
ly take advantage of the winter, and go skiing.
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Poem about EPP©
Patricia Parsons-Beetschen
Normal…Who put the tag on that?
Certainly not me,
I have what is called, “EPP”.
Initials, you say, What does it mean?
Is it a texting shortcut?

Or something unseen?
Erythropoietic Protoporphyria, A poem? A disease?
Or a new type of Wisteria?
It means EPP. A rare genetic enzyme flaw
Totally misunderstood by all
Except for a selected few And, even they don’t know
what to do. Affected by sunlight By daily admission,
is delineated by This painful condition.
Laughter befalls the quickness of jest
Providing a proclamation of a “Vampire” at best.
Preferring the shadows than the light of day
Directing their lives in a deliberate way.
Misunderstood is hardly quite right
When daily a battle begins at dawn’s light.
Normal? My normal is living with EPP.
Educate yourself about it…Then you might understand
that part of me.

EPP © by Georgina Davies
Look at the lucky people having fun.
They can go out in the sun,
Scantily clad in the heat of the day.
If we did that, oh how we’d pay,
But, we are rare, not many like us.
Who, when the sun comes out,
We ‘make a fuss’.We have a genetic condition you see,
And it goes by the name of
Erythropoietic Protoporphyria aka EPP.
Isolation is its game. While others play and have fun,
We hide indoors away from the sun.
If we dare try to fit in,
My oh my, watch out for the pain to begin.
The slightest exposure can cause such pain,
That we don’t want to go out again.
Feeling as though our bloods on the boil,
And lack of understanding for all our toil.
Swelling and itching all part of the course,
When into the sun we are forced.
With large floppy hats, long sleeves and gloves,
Covered right up from our heads to our toes.
What a funny sight to see,
People, like us, who suffer from EPP.

EPP Poetry
Paintball for Porphyria APF member, Dan Yelen, put the FUN in FUNdraising by hosting a Paintball Ex- 
plosion, in Dundee, Illinois on November 4.  Dan’s friends in the paintball community, as well as porphyria patients 

families and friends from around the state gathered to watch and participate as the paintballs 
started flying—making the day a great success. Dan and the APF send a special thanks to TJ 
Andres for providing the field, hosting the event and donating items, including free admission 
passes for the field.  Also, thank you to the Saints Paintball team for helping Dan advertise the 
event, as well as Dan’s team mates, The Chicago Heretics.  Valken Paintball, Nicole Kinner, 
Matt “Leo” Osborn and Aurora Oil & Lube, Punishers Paintball, Lapco Paintball, The Chicago 
History Museum, and Zach Fusco also deserve our thanks for supporting the event, donating 

raffle items and helping it run it smoothly.  Thank you to the guests who played and also to those who participated 
in the raffle.  Together they raised over $850 dollars through the raffle alone and are awaiting the total donation to 
the APF.  Dan tells us that the Porphyria Paintball Explosion has already been OKed for next year and that 
he is thinking about how to make it a bigger and better! Here is how he got involved, “I have Acute Intermittent 
Porphyria, AIP, that causes me intermittent bouts of extreme abdominal pain, limb numbness, fatigue, 
delusions and other symptoms. It is a hereditary disease that I received from my mother, who suffers from it 
worse than I do. She receives treatment monthly with Panhematin, the only drug treatment for acute porphyria. 
Because this is a rare, hereditary disease, all funding for the disease's research and public awareness comes mostly 
from the pockets of private donors. Funds are limited for the American Porphyria Foundation, too, so, I have taken 
upon myself to ask for assistance from the paintball industry, the industry I know and love.” 

 
Boston Patient Meeting The APF and renowned porphyria special- 
ist, Dr. Peter Tishler, hosted a patient meeting November 12 at Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston where Dr. Tishler maintains a genetic clinic and 
laboratory.  Dr. Tishler made an exceptional presentation on each of the por- 

phyrias, as well as his research and the compilation and maintenance of the safe and unsafe drug list. Also partici- 
pating was expert, Dr. Herbert Bonkovsky from the Carolinas HealthCare Systems. Dr. Bonkovsky gave an overview 
of the Porphyria Research Consortium, the National Registry, and their research, including the Longitudinal Study. 
Both physicians answered an array of pertinent questions from the attendees, who also shared their own experienc- 
es with the disease.  Learning from an expert helps demystify and clarify much of the misinformation that is so 
prevalent about porphyria.  The meeting was held in conjunction with the American Society for the Study of Liver 
Disease (AASLD), a medical convention attended by about 8000 physicians and health care professionals. 

 

Jamie Russo "My parents knew something was wrong at about age two. We were in Florida for vacation. 
I guess it was in the evening of the first day, I woke from a nap and my mother says my face was so swollen she 
could not even recognize me. That was the start of many doctors' appointments. My mother was told repeatedly 
that I had Lupus until we found a doctor who knew exactly what was wrong with me when I was six. The recom- 
mendation was and is always the same, 'Stay out of the sun.'  Over the years, I have tried to learn my tolerance 
(impossible!!!), so I do suffer terribly at least once a year.  At fourteen, I desperately wanted to make friends, so I 

went with a girlfriend to a water park (Big Mistake!).  After being in the sun all day, I returned home with my feet 
so swollen I thought they would bust!! I spent three days awake and soaking 

them in buckets of ice water. I don't use this method anymore.   After the 
three days, my mother took me to the ER, where they thought I had broken 
my ankles. We tried to explain the EPP and got looks like we were crazy. 
They gave me a shot of cortisone and sent me home. After years of battling 
this disease and just wanting to be like everyone else, I have adjusted to 

being a night owl and living life backwards. My mother has been great. She would let me stay outside at night, run 
through sprinklers at night, or whatever I wanted to do. So, as an adult, I work during daylight hours and stay up all 
night.  It is always hard because people don't understand EPP.  The one thing that sends me into fits is when they 
say, 'Just put on some sunscreen.' GRRRR that doesn't work!!!" 

 

 
APF WARNING CARD FOR ACUTE PORPHYRIAS  If you have an acute porphyria and have never received a   
Warning Card for your wallet from the APF, contact Yvette at the APF and she will send one, free, to our members.  The 
Warning Card notes that you have an acute porphyria and how to access the APF, the APF website and the Safe and Unsafe 
drug list. Please contact Yvette at porphyrus@aol.com or call the APF office at 713.266.9617. 



Kathryn Nelson
My Porphyria Cutanea Tarda (PCT) experi-
ence began roughly seven years ago. At the
time, I was living in Irving, Texas. When
lesions appeared on my face, forearms and
legs, I thought that perhaps it was related to
Psoriasis, an autoimmune disorder I had since
I was a child. As a result, I resorted to a fair-

ly common approach to Psoriasis which is exposure to UV rays.
I spent an hour or so every afternoon in the sun, but more lesions
developed and the existing ones grew in size. Repeated visits to
my dermatologist resulted in a variety of misdiagnoses. I contin-
ued to use antibiotic ointments on the most severe patches and,
as a result of other health concerns, discontinued my efforts to
get a daily dose of UV rays.

Over time, the lesions began to shrink but a new symptom devel-
oped. My skin darkened dramatically in areas where there were
no blisters and where the blisters had healed, the skin turned
white, giving the appearance of vitiligo. I was seeing a
Rheumatologist for other autoimmune symptoms and he suggest-
ed I visit a dermatologist he knew who specialized in autoim-
mune skin disorders. Things changed for the better when I met
Dr. Melissa Costner in Dallas.

Angela Rossi
My name is Angela Rossi and I was diagnosed with AIP in 2003
and have been receiving Panhematin once a month for four days
straight and have not had a severe attack since getting the Pan-
hematin. I do get mild attacks every so often but not the bad ones
that I had previous to the Panhematin.

I went through so much testing before becoming diagnosed with
porphyria, including CT Scans, MRI'S, barium studies and hun-
dreds of blood tests. What I remember most was enduring an ex-
tremely painful Bone Marrow Biopsy. Angela said she would like
to hear from you via the APF.
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Patient’s Perspectives:
Andrew Turrell
Although I was not diagnosed with porphyr-
ia until I was 10 years old, I have always
suffered from the pain caused by spending
too much time in the sun. As far back as I
can remember beach vacations and sum-
mer camp were always linked with itching,
burning and sleepless nights. Before I was

able to verbally articulate the sensation, the only reason my par-
ents believed that the pain was real was because I would contin-
ue to scratch my hands and face even once asleep (fortunately,
I do not get blisters or other visible symptoms). I visited a number
of doctors and was tested for a variety of allergies, but nothing
stopped the reactions. Every summer, I would inevitably experi-
ence a handful of painful reactions that would last between two
and three days. Ice packs and cool wet towels were the only
things that could alleviate the itching and burning. Unable to
sleep, I would hole up in the basement because that was the
coolest place in the house.

By chance my parents after one of my reactions, were talking to
an acquaintance who is a dermatologist. She diagnosed me on
the spot without ever having seen me and suggested that I go to
see Dr. Vincent Deleo. I did so, and he diagnosed me, put me on
Lumitene and recommended certain sunscreens. Over time, I
learned to take better care of myself and prevent reactions by
reapplying copious amounts of sunscreen, wearing pants and
long sleeves and avoiding sun exposure whenever possible.
Even with all those precautions, I still continued to suffer a few
reactions each year.

Since I was a young kid, I have always loved baseball. Despite
my EPP, I have continued playing and have recently started
coaching as well. I wear long sleeved turtlenecks even on the
hottest days of summer, and while playing baseball has caused
the vast majority of my reactions, it has been worth it.

Last year, I participated in the Afamelanotide trials at Mount
Sinai Hospital in New York. That summer, I spent more time out-
side than ever before and yet I did experience one bad reaction.
Currently, I am a student at the University of Pennsylvania where
I am active in my fraternity, Psi Upsilon, and play on the club
baseball team, eagerly awaiting the approval of Afamelanotide
by the FDA. Andrew is the administrator of the new FACEBOOK
group for young adults called, 26° Below !

Read the rest of the following stories in the Members
Section of the APF website.

Vickie Coley Gehm
I was almost 16 when my mother passed away from porphyria
in 1982. She was technically diagnosed with PCT. At one point,
my mother was on the court of our town's 100th year celebration
and she looked absolutely beautiful. This was before I was born,
and she seemed extremely happy and radiant! From what I
remember, my mother always had something wrong, but local
doctors were diagnosing her incorrectly and really weren't sure
what was going on with her. Finally, someone sent her to Mayo
Clinic and they gave a name to her symptoms, Porphyria
Cutanea Tarda.

APF FACEBOOK GROUPS
Our newest APF FACEBOOK group is EPP PORPHYRIA 26°, which was created only for young adults with
EPP, thus the name 26° Below. To become a member of the group, you need a FACEBOOK account and go to
www.facebook.com/groups/190013374399363/?ref=ts. Join Andrew Turrell, who is the administrator, and a
number of other members from around the world. Addition to the main APF group that is open to all, there also
are separate groups for each type of porphyria; EPP & CEP, PCT, AIP, VP & HCP which are closed groups to better
protect the members privacy. You can join these groups on FACEBOOK:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/AmericanPorphyriaFoundation/269339899743266?sk=app_221460014534454est

Your Help is Needed for the Longitudinal Study  Consortium Research updates: One of the 
Consortium researchers goals is the project,   “Identification of Biochemical Features That May Pre- 
dict Which Patients Will Become Symptomatic.”   With the help of the American Porphyria Founda- 
tion, they are actively recruiting patients with the acute porphyries who have frequent attacks. 
These cell lines and DNAs will allow the Consortium researchers to look at the differences between 
these patients and their heterozygous, but latent, siblings and/or unrelated heterozygotes, who are 
latent for such attacks. Also, they have performed an analysis of the biomarkers in the AIP mice to 
see if they could identify metabolic markers for an acute attack. These datas are being analyzed and 

then patients will be analyzed for candidate metabolites.  In addition, the Consortium is assessing “ Study Materials 
for Future Investigations.” They have an approved repository and are collecting DNAs and cells when available from 
our well characterized patients. This effort will continue to expand the IRB approved Repository. In summary, efforts 
in the next two years will focus on collecting longitudinal data and increasing our numbers of well documented pa- 
tients. They also will focus on publications based on the data that have been accrued in the next year. The re-  
searchers very much need more porphyria patients to enroll in the Longitudinal Study by first enlisting themselves 
on the National Registry so the researchers can contact you directly.  It is so important to join the National Registry, 
http://rarediseasesnetwork.epi.usf.edu/registry/direct.htm. Find your type of porphyria and follow directions. 

 

Ask the Experts      If you have Questions, just mail or email them to our “Ask the Experts” at 
Lyonapf@aol.com and note “porphyria” in the subject line.  Question From SD, GA. " When I did my urine PBG, I 
was given a brown bottle to keep the sample from the light and was told to keep it refrigerated, but it did not 
contain a preservative.  Will the test be ruined since there were no preservatives in the sample bottle I used for the 
PBG and ALA urine test?"  Dr. Karl Anderson answered,  "Since  we  measure  ALA  and  PBG  on  the  same  
sample,  it’s  best  to  use  sodium carbonate only  –  Na2CO3.  No acetic acid is used, unless one is going to 
measure only ALA, which is almost never indicated! A preservative is only needed for a 24 hour urine, and even 
then, it is not absolutely essential." 

 

 
Photos L-R,   DeLima & Anderson view records &  with patient,        Anderson & Perini at Einstein Hospital &  with patient,      Anderson & Lourenco 

Brazil As part of the Brazilian PTF program, Dr. Karl Anderson recently travelled to Curiteba, Sao Paulo and Rio in 
a cooperative effort with their three outstanding Protect the Future Doctors, Drs. Angelica DeLima in Rio, Charles 
Lourenco in Curiteba and Guiherme Perini in Sao Paulo.  Dr. Anderson made presentations in their hospitals about 
porphyria to physicians and patients, as well as consulted with the PTF doctors and their patients.  Promoting 
porphyria awareness and education was also one of the major targets of Dr.Anderson’s mission.  A three city series 
of seminars in six days was quite an undertaking, so thank Dr. Anderson and the three PTF doctors in Brazil for 
facilitating these meetings. We also want to thank Ieda Bussman for arranging the Curiteba meeting and the donors 
who made these meetings possible.  We are proud that the APF-PTF program has become a model for 
organizations around the world. We are also proud of Drs. DeLima, Perini and Lourenco who are Brazil's future 
porphyria experts. Editor’s note: Dr. Anderson also recently spoke to medical students at a medical school in Dominica. 

 
Ariel Lager knows the ropes and isn’t hesitant to tell the Emergency Room Team to read the 
ER guidelines. She gained this experience through her many trips to the ER near her Pennsylvania 
home during many AIP attacks.   Over time, she has learned how to deal with ER visits and tells 
them immediately about her porphyria and what her doctors concur she needs.  According to Ariel, 
“I've been through this before, so I usually am very vocal about what I need and getting it started. 
I've learned from experience to do this because sometimes to get orders takes forever. By the time 

I make it in to the ER, I have already been in extreme pain, so I need help ASAP.  I tell them about Panhematin, 
how I take it, and how to put it in the orders.   Because I have done this so often, I am firm in expressing the needs 
my doctor and I have developed to help me through an attack.  When they want to give me something I can’t take, 
I ask to speak with the ER Chief Attending Physician and Nurse in charge." 
Fortunately, Ariel’s father is a pharmacist and knows how to mix the Panhematin treatment properly, including add- 
ing Albumin as suggested by porphyria experts. Still, she has problems with medication.  Unfortunately, these same 
issues are increasing in ER’s around the country, particularly in the area of pain management and treatment. 



Lundbeck Visit
Because many of our APF members receive Panhematin as a life-saving and/or preventive measure, we invited
Paul Sticker to visit our office. Paul is the Vice President and General Manager of Hospital and Hematology for
Lundbeck, Inc., the company that manufactures Panhematin, which is the only drug for the acute porphyrias. Our
mission was to ask if Lundbeck had educational materials on AIP that we might study as we expand our physi-
cian education campaign. We also wanted to share patient stories about how Panhematin had saved their lives,
shortened attacks, prevented attacks, etc. Unfortunately, many people who contacted us were not able to receive

Panhematin even though they needed it. We are trying to understand those reasons more fully to better help YOU our members. If
you have been denied treatment for an acute porphyria, please contact Desiree at the APF.

FirstGiving is a easy, effective, and even fun way for you to raise money online. You can create your own fundraising activi-
ties using the internet with simple, yet powerful tools. You can create your own fundraising goals and track your own efforts. For exam-
ple, Rob Saupe is walking 100 miles in 45 days to support the APF physician education program. He sends a link to his FirstGiving
site to his email list where his friends can easily make a donation to support his WALK. Desiree will be sending her link to her email
list, too, asking her friends to also support the APF Protect the Future program. We need you to join us. It is an easy way to help physi-
cians understand and better treat porphyria. See: http://www.firstgiving.com/americanporphyriafoundation.

Amanpal Singh, MD, MS is one of our newet Protect the Future (PTF) doctors training with
porphyria specialist, Dr. Karl Anderson. Dr. Singh is a Gastroenterology and Liver expert at University of Texas
Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas where he serves as the Chief Fellow, in the Department of
Gastroenterology. After finishing medical school at the most prestigious institution in India, All India Institute
of Medical Sciences, he received a Master’s degree in Epidemiology from Harvard University.

Currently, Dr. Singh is collaborating with Dr. Karl Anderson to study the epidemiology of porphyrias and pat-
terns of care for porphyria patients in the United States using claims based database. He brings his wide expe-

rience working with large databases, like the national Medicare claims database, to help determine baseline data on the burden of
disease and quality of care that porphyria patients receive. Dr. Singh is also managing porphyria patients with Dr. Anderson.
Porphyria patients travel to the Texas Porphyria Center from around the nation and even internationally to seek expert care for their
particular type of porphyria. They come for diagnosis and treatment, thus, giving Dr. Singh clinical experience in all types of porphyr-
ia. In either case, most of the patients have endured a host of tests without receiving a diagnosis and are very grateful when they
receive a diagnosis at UTMB. Aside from his main medical interests, Dr. Singh is involved in performing comparative effectiveness
research and health services research and has accumulated an extensive list of peer reviewed publications and presentations Dr. Singh
recently attended the PTF Training Week with other PTF doctors at the UTMB Porphyria Center. We are grateful that he will be count-
ed among the future experts. We are proud to have a physician of Dr. Singh’s caliber. WELCOME !!!!!!!
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Medicare Changes
Porphyria specialist, Dr.Herbert Bonkovsky, represented porphyria patients, recently when he met with the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) to address the proposed rule titled “Medicare Program; Proposed Changes to the Hospital Inpatient
Prospective Payment Systems for Acute Care Hospitals and the Long-Term Care Hospital Prospective Payment System and Fiscal Year
2012 Rates.” In short, this is about how Medicare denotes and pays (MS-DRG) for certain diseases, so it was appropriate that Dr.
Bonkovsky be the expert explaining acute porphyria and its treatment, as he was the first physician to administer heme therapy (now
Panhematin). Desiree Lyon Howe, executive Director of the APF participated in a conference call with the CMS attendees.

The purpose of the meeting was to recommend that CMS create a new MS-DRG specifically for cases with a primary diagnosis of
porphyria to ensure appropriate payment for these more costly cases and to preserve patient access to necessary treatments. After
distributing and receiving several surveys to our members, we discovered that many of our members who were on Medicare were
not receiving the treatments they needed. Please contact the APF if you are on Medicare and were denied access to treatment, name-
ly Panhematin. Ask to speak to Desiree. We sincerely thank Dr. Bonkovsky for helping patients gain better access to treatment.

Dr. de Lima (Continued from page 1.)
As part of our Protect the Future program to train future porphyria experts, Dr. de Lima recently had the opportunity to train with Dr.
Robert Desnick at the Department of Human Genetics at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City and with Dr. Karl Anderson
at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston. She joined other PTF colleagues for Porphyria Training Week, October 17-
21, at the Porphyria Center at the UTMB. Dr. de Lima is single and lives with her two dogs: Bono, a chocolate Labrador Retriever and
“The Edge,” a Golden Retriever. According to Dr. De Lima, Bono and “The Edge” are two and a half years old and think they are
her kids!! When she is not working or caring for her two “kids,” she loves to watch movies, study photography and take photographs,
read and travel. Dr. de Lima joins our two other Brazilian PTF doctors, Dr. Guilherme Perini and Dr. Charles Lourenço. We welcome
her to our porphyria team.

FACEBOOK and Twitter and the APF Blog, Purple Light.   If you enjoy social networking, join one of the APF’s 
five FACEBOOk groups. Communicate with people who have your type of porphyria and hear their experiences while 
sharing your own.  We have approximately 1000 FACEBOOK members now in these five groups.  You can be in an 
open group for all to see and share, and four closed groups as follows:  an AIP, VP, HCP, ALAD group; an EPP group; 
a PCT group and one called 26 Below for young people below age 26. The closed group means you must join the 
group to view what is being shared with the other members and to place your own posts. This option is an excellent 
mean of protecting your privacy.  Don’t forget to sign up for Twitter and the Purple Light Blog.  If anyone is 
interested in sharing their experiences on the Blog, contact Amy Chapman at:   Amylchapman1992@gmail.com. 

 

Thanks! Monica Fleegle was keenly aware that timing is of great importance during the EPP clinical trials, so 
when her plane was grounded during the recent storms, she got busy.  Southwest Airline provided her with a hotel 
to help her still make it to University of Alabama to complete the stringent time requirements.  The UAB research 
team rescheduled all of her appointments and Monica made it despite all odds against her. Thanks Monica for 
being such a dedicated volunteer.  It takes dedicated volunteers like Monica to complete the trials and gain a new 
treatment. Thanks!!! 

Lyon’s Share Important to each of you is that on the APF website, there is a Patient Regis- 
try, where patients can ask to be contacted by the experts and their team for information about 
prospective studies or other related needs. Each of you can be of great help by registering on this 
Registry.  The Registry is also important because the numbers signed up are indicators to the 
government that there are enough patient to warrant them providing research funding. In other 

words, at the moment we only have 600+ people registered on the Registry, yet we have 5000 APF members.  It 
would help considerably if our numbers on the Registry were greater.  Then when we go to the NIH and request 
funding, we can point to the numbers of people on the Registry with assurance.  Another important reason to join 
the Registry is that the scientist can determine porphyria incidence. We are always asked, “How many people have 
porphyria?” Your participation will help us finally answer that question. 
http://www.porphyriafoundation.com/get-involved/join-the-registry 

Since we are at the end of our 30th Anniversary year, I want to thank you for 30 years together.  I have met and 
spoken with over 16,000 people, which was enlightening and gratifying. 

 

Coping Tip 101 APF member, Denise Phillips, has a great way to lessen the trouble of porphyria in her life. 
She created her own “I’m Thankful Book” and put it on the nightstand by her bed.  Every night before Denise goes 
to sleep, she fills the "I’m Thankful Book” with the things for which she was grateful for that day.  She says it helps 
her get her life in perspective and enlarges her capacity to live in gratitude despite her health troubles.  Hers is a 
good suggestion for all of us to help us acknowledge our blessings in the face of our troubles with porphyria. 
Denise, we’re thankful for members like you! If you have a good coping tip, please send it to the APF for the 
newsletter. 

 

Atlanta Patient Meeting was held December 8, 2012 at the Hampton Inn Atlanta-Buckhead.  More such 
meetings like the one in Atlanta, San Francisco and Boston will be held around the country.  They are not only a 
great learning experience, but they’re a fun way of meeting other patients and getting your questions answered by 
an expert.  Thanks to esteemed porphyria scientist, Dr. John Phillips, from the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, 
who made an outstanding presentation enjoyed by all.  Dr. Phillips is also one of the members of the Research Con- 
sortium and a Principle Investigator in the EPP Clinical Trials. Watch your Enews for the announcements of the 
meetings and contact the APF to let us know you want to participate. 

 
Loving Gifts We are saddened to hear of the passing of dear family members and friends. Some 
of you have chosen to honor their lives by making a gift to the APF to help others with porphyria. 
Please join us in thanking:  Genevieve H Rose for Terri Easterwood, Doris A Brehm for Gerald 
Brehm, Mary P Crown for Dean Puccia and Mary Blanch Hargett, Ralph M Gray for Fred L Gray, 
Kim B Watkoske and family for Damien Buchkowski, Mt. Zion Baptist Sr. Sunday School for Evelyn 
Tilgham, Joseph Weller for Charlene Weller. 
We also thank those who donated to the APF in honor of a friend or family member. 
Sharon I Koch for Jagger and Jake, Eli Cohen for Dr.Robert J Desnick, Desiree for the APF Scien- 
tific Advisory Board and the APF staff, Carol Hughes, Yvette Strange, Elizabeth Pettit, 
Alexis Lockwood, Maria Gonzalez and the FACEBOOK volunteer administrators, Amy Chapman, 
Victor Mejias and Rob Saupe. 



Dr. Maria Angelica de Faria Domingues de Lima, who hails from Rio de
Jeneiro, Brazil is our newest Protect the Future (PTF) doctor. Dr. de Lima graduated from Medical School in
2004 at Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro. She then began her medical residency program
in Medical Genetics at Instituto Fernandes Figueira followed by her studies for a Master's Degree at Instituto
Fernandes Figueira in the field of genetics and public health. She finished her Residency in Medical Genetics
at the Instituto Fernandes Figueira – Fundação Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro and her Fellowship in
Oncogenetics at the Instituto Nacional do Câncer and genetics at the Latin American School of Human
Genetis, Caxias do Sul. Her fourth year of medical residency was completed at Instituto Nacional do Câncer
where she specialized in oncogenetics. During the last few years, Dr. de Lima has served as a genetisist at
the Instituto Nacional do Câncer and a neurologist at the Hospital Universitário Gaffrée e Guinle, both of

which are in Rio de Janeiro. Dr. de Lima also works at the neurology out-patient clinic and at the Instituto Nacional do Câncer, which
is a hospital specializing in cancer with an oncogenetics out-patient clinic. Ever the busy doctor, she also practices at the Hospital
Universitário Gaffrée e Guinle in the genetics out-patient clinic. There she follows many genetic diseases and now she has added por-
phyria. (Continued on page 2, See Dr. de Lima.)

Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, Happy Holidays
and A Happy, Healthy New Year
Your APF friends, Elizabeth Petit, Yvette Strange, Alexis Lockwood, Maria
Gonzalez, and Desiree Lyon wish you a blessed Christmas, Hanukkah, and
Holiday Season and a Happy, Healthy Joyous New Year. We have had the joy of
assisting you with your questions, sharing times of sadness and happiness, provid-
ing you with the news about your disease and so much more. We look forward to
helping you have a Healthy New Year.
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Future Porphyria Experts
Two young physicians were selected to participate in the APF Protect the Future (PTF) program to train future porphyria experts.
Because our own experts are approaching retirement, we must train young doctors to fill the void that will be created. Without them,
porphyria expertise will be lost. The only way we can continue to train these young doctors is with your support. We do not receive
any government funding yet they, too, feel that the approaching lack of future experts is a serious problem. But together we can assure
that future experts will be available to treat our children and our families. Otherwise, who will we turn to for help? Who will our doc-
tors consult with about your cases as they do now? Who will perform porphyria research? Who will write the medical text books and
medical journal articles to update primary care doctors on the disease? Without training young doctors, there will be no one. We
have done a good work with the training that is undergoing, but we must have your support to continue this training. Remember the
APF is YOU.

This is how our PTF training works. Outstanding young doctors are selected to participate in the PTF program. They work with some
of the most famous experts in the world who train them in each of the porphyrias, providing laboratory and clinical experience. The
PTF doctors, also attend porphyria national and international conferences and meetings. So your future health is in the hands of these
wonderful doctors who have completed training or are in training now: Drs. Manisha Balwani, Bruce Wang, Brendan McGuire,
Jennifer Guy, Jeffery Wickliff, Charles Lourenço, Angelica de Lima, Jennifer Lai, Lawrence Liu, Ryan Caballes, Tarun Narang, Manisha
Thaper, Gagan Sood, Sahil Mittal, Amanpal Singh, Ashwani Singal, Maged Rizk, Sherif Abdal-Rahman, Bradley Freilich, Sajid Jalil,
Chul Lee, Charles Parker, John Phillips, Guilherme Perini.

Funding for their training also must come from our members—YOU. The annual cost of this PTF training program is approximately
$300,000. Fortunately, we will receive a $100,000 matching grant as long as our members contribute the $100,000 to match that
grant. Their training would be a great Christmas or Holiday gift.
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Is Your Membership Up to Date? The APF is able to maintain 
our physician and patient education programs and many 
other services because of your support. We do not receive 
government funding to run the APF, rather we receive 
donations from you, your friends, your family and people 
interested in the porphyrias.   Now we need your support for 
several programs that are very special.   

First, our Protect the Future program to train future 
experts is important to our future health.  Without experts, 
our primary doctors have nowhere to turn for advice and to 
learn about porphyria.  This is a serious problem that we are 
trying to prevent by training young doctors, but we need 
your help funding this program.  

We also have an enormous physician education program that 
distributes exceptional educational materials to doctors.  
Please help us produce these materials.    


